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GOOOOOOOOAAAAAL!!!!!!

By Cooper Spector, Nate Beermann, Marc Singer and Charlie Ratterman

In the midst of a jam-packed summer of soccer,
it’s only fitting that the evening campfire revolved
around the world’s most popular sport. During
lunch, JASON announced that Soccer Celebration
Night would commence in Wasserman Hall later
in the night. Some of the world’s greatest players
have well-known celebrations, and the idea was to
come up with a new, creative and humorous way to
show enthusiasm after scoring a goal. In the junior/
intermediate age division, cabin 6 stole the show with
their “pregnancy” celebration. “Pregnant counselor”
JAKE PEACOCK stormed into Wasserman Hall
with campers NATE BEERMANN and COOPER
SPECTOR assisting him in “giving birth” to the
soccer ball. Wass Hall erupted in laughter as JAKE
screamed in agony during the birthing process. In
the senior age division, cabins 16 and 18 put on
incredible celebrations that made the judges decision
very difficult. JAKE HOROWITZ and the rest of
cabin 16 took off and ran straight into the lake,
something we refer to at the Friendly Confines as
“laking it.” Cabin 18 had a theme of “goals around the
world” where they celebrated for different countries.
Counselor and Venezuela native CARLOS ANEZ
celebrated for his home country, but the funniest
moment of the night came when the Senior Cabin
“celebrated” a goal for the United States. In an
exhibition of exemplary taste, the celebration for
the United States involved SAM MILLER, JOSH
GOODMAN and the rest of the campers sitting
silently, referring to the fact that the team does not
score many goals. Though the vote was close, the
Senior Cabin took the top prize in the senior age
division. Great celebrations guys!

Tomorrow’s Weather Report
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Another beautiful day expected at the Friendly
Confines tomorrow. Mostly sunny throughout the day,
but dropping down in the high 50s at night.

Cabin 5 gathers around counselor JAKE PEACOCK as he gives birth to a ball
during soccer celebration night

CARLOS ANEZ (center) runs around the stage with his country’s (Venzuela)
flag en route to winning the campfire for the senior age division

Pre-NBA Draft News

*Indiana Pacers acquire Thaddeus Young from
Brooklyn Nets for the 20th overall pick
*New York Knicks acquire Derrick Rose, Justin
Holiday and a 2017 second round pick from the
Chicago Bulls in exchange for Jose Calderon, Robin
Lopez and Jerian Grant
*Indiana Pacers acquire Jeff Teague in a three team
deal. Utah Jazz get George Hill and the Atlanta Hawks
receive the 12th pick in the 2016 NBA Draft
*LeBron James is leaning towards not playing in the
Rio Olympics
*Andre Drummond, Kawhi Leonard and Damian
Lillard have decided to skip the Olympics

Joke of the Day
Q: What do you call an elephant that doesn’t matter?
A: An irrelephant
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Leagues Have Begun!
By Editors

MCAA Leagues 2016 are officially underway! Each afternoon, the Menominee men emerge from their rest period and enter into two jam-packed competitive periods. Here, they put the skills they have learned during morning instructional periods into play. There are four league periods offered this year—Broncos, Penguins, Cavaliers
and Royals. Campers compete based on their age in a variety of sports. Yesterday, at lunch, everybody cheered
as JASON announced the start of Leagues. The first two periods went very well. The intensity was high out on
Woody’s Pitch during 13 and over football. JULIAN GANCMAN tore up the fields with his speed. At 12 and
under neucomb, SAM GOODMAN was diving for the ball left and right. Campers will continue to compete with
their teams to claim championship status. Overall, it should be an exciting couple of weeks in MCAA Leagues

JACK FORMAN winding up to fire a pass
during Junior football

Big brother BENJIE SOREN (left) and little brother
ANDREW AVENAIM (right) tackle the obstacle course

JAKE REINHARDT (right) holds a basketball
hoop for his little brother BRADY KAY (left)

Big Brother Kick-Off
By Editors

Counselor Profile: Josh Kravitz
Age: 18
Hometown: Buffalo Grove, Illinois
Years at Camp: 7
Camp Activities: Waterfront, Softball, Basketball
Favorite Camp Meal: Chicken Kiev
Favorite Song: “Ultra Lightbeam”-Kanye West
Spirit Animal: Sloth
Least Favorite Drink: Red Juice
Role Model: My father
Best Vacation: Israel
Best Camp Memory: Winning the slam dunk
contest my first year

Last night, big brothers and little brothers assembled
for an obstacle course. JOSH STONE organized a
rigorous course for each pair to compete. They had
to hurdle benches, army-crawl under a cargo net, go
through zigzags, step through tires and make a soccer
goal. Additionally, each pair had to throw a tennis ball
through a cornhole and do dizzy-izzies. The latter was
a favorite for many campers. GAVIN BRAMWITTmanaged to round the bases speedily despite the
dizziness. Other campers, such as CHASE WEIMAN
joyfully stumbled around. Dizzy-izzies are no easy
feat! The course put each pair to the test and provided an excellent opportunity for big brothers and little
brothers to work together. In the end, one pair did
come out on top. ISAAC MILLER and JESSE KAPLAN
completed the course in record time and claimed the
number-one spot. Once again, a big thanks to JOSH
STONE for putting on a terrific event for the campers.
Great job guys!

Riddle of the Day
If it’s information you seek, come and see me. If it’s pairs of letters you
need, I have consecutively three. Who am I?
First one to bring a correct answer to the Megaphone office will win a free canteen
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